We calculate the rare B-decays B--,K*T and B--, (K, K*)£~ (£=e, ~t, v) in the limit when the quark masses mb, mc and ms are considered heavy. In this limit, the semileptonic decays B--,D~v~, B~D*£v~, D--,K~v~, D--,K*~v~ and the mentioned rare B-decays are related. Experimental data on the semileptonic decays then provide both input information for the rare B-decays as well as an estimate of the error of our approximation.
I. Introduction
Rare B-decays, in particular those involving b~sy and b-,s~i (~=e, ~t, x, v) transitions at the quark level, provide an important testing ground for the standard model and hence they have received a lot of theoretical attention [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Compared to the corresponding K-decays, which are also an important source of information on the flavour changing neutral current transitions, the much disputed long distance effects are expected to be either suppressed in B-decays, due to the larger mass of the b-quark, or else can be removed by appropriate kinematic considerations. This aspect then reduces, in principle, one potential source of ambiguity in estimating the strength of the relevant effective hamiltonian.
To predict the exclusive decay rates there still remains the task of evaluating the hadronic matrix elements of the effective operators, and various model dependent approaches have been developed to estimate them [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . In this context we note that significant progress has been made recently in developing an effective field theory governing the heavy hadron decays, by using a static limit for the heavy quarks in QCD [11] [12] [13] . In general, the static limit may be regarded as the first term of a systematic 1/ mQ expansion, where mQ is the quark mass. The heavy quark effective field theory has a lot of predictive power, though prima facie the applications are ret Supported by a grant from Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft. stricted to the decays in which both the decaying and the final state quarks (hadrons) are heavy. It may, however, be possible to systematically classify the leading 1/mQ corrections [ 13 ] , and for some specific processes the first order corrections have indeed been studied [ 14 ] .
In this paper we work in the static limit and study the rare transitions B--,K*T and B--, (K, K*)~ (~= e, ~t, v) . Assuming that the s-quark is heavy, we may relate these rare decays to the semileptonic decays of the D-and B-mesons. Very definitely, the s-quark is not heavy and 1/ms corrections need to be included in order to obtain reliable results. Despite this, it is tempting to use the static limit to predict the absolute decay rates for D --, K ( °)~v~, D ~ K~v~ from B--, D (')~v~. This exercise yields results which are in agreement with data within a factor of two (see below). It is, therefore, not an unreasonable hope that the static limit may provide results of a comparable accuracy also for the rare B-decays. In any case, the results presented here correspond to a well defined limit and they may encourage attempts to calculate the leading correction in I/ms in the effective field theory approach.
In section 2 we define the effective hamiltonian including the QCD corrections [ 3 ] . The various decay rates of interest are calculated in section 3. First, we briefly review the calculation of the hadronic matrix elements in the heavy quark limit, then apply the formalism to the semileptonic decays D--,K~v~ and D~K*~v~ and compare the results with data. From these we predict the rates for the exclusive rare decays of the B-meson, B~K* 7, and B~(K, K*)~ (~=e, It, v). We present the invariant missing mass distributions, resulting from the decays B~(K, K*)v9 and the inclusive rare decays B~X~vg, where Xs denotes any strange hadronic state with strangeness S= -1. These distributions may become accessible in the decays Z°~b6, in high luminosity LEP experiments. The invariant mass distributions involving the charged dileptons will be presented in a forthcoming publication, as they are known to receive an important contribution from long distance effects in the J/~ and W' mass regions.
The effective hamiltonian for weak decays
The effective hamiltonian we shall use here for the rare decays B--,K*),, B~K£~ and B--,K*~ (with ~=e+e -, It + It-or vg) is derived by integrating out the top quark and the W-and Z-bosons at the same scale/~ ~ Mw. An appropriate operator basis for the rare B-decays consists of twelve operators [1] [2] [3] [4] and the effective hamiltonian may be written as 12 Herr=---~4GF Vtb V~j~=~ Cj(lt)Oj(lt) , (1) where G F is the Fermi coupling constant, V 0 are the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix elements, and Cj(/t) are the Wilson coefficients, which are determined by appropriate matching conditions at/z = Mw and the renormalization group equations to scale down to a lower mass scale, say/z = rob. Note that only operators of dimension five and six are included here since the higher dimensional operators are suppressed by powers of rob~row. Detailed considerations [3, 4] , however, show that the coefficients of some of the operators and their mixing with the remaining ones are small and the basis may be truncated Heff=-~2 VtbV~s ~j Cj(I~)Oj(g) , j=l,2, 7, 8, 9, 
where we use the notation of ref. [ 3 ] . The operators of interest are given by
O2(mb) = ( gy ~,Lc ) ( gy uLb ) ,
with L = ½ ( 1 -Ys) and R = ½ ( 1 + Ys). In eq. (5) we have neglected a term proportional to ms which is much smaller than the one shown. The Wilson coefficients are given by
C2 (mb) = --½ (r/-6/23 + t/12/23) , (12) with q=Ols(mb)/O~s (gw) . The coefficients at the scale Mw appearing in ( 10 )- ( 12 ) are given in refs. [3, 5 ] . The various branching ratios of interest depend on the top quark mass, on which we shall comment later; for the numerical estimates below we have chosen the value mt= 100 GeV. Furthermore, we assume/z= mb to have the large logarithms of the type ln(M2w/m~ ) included in the coefficients and not in the matrix elements of the operators. Since we eventually use the operators Oj to calculate a matrix element for a transition b-, s + (virtual) photon, we have to take a one loop matrix element of the operators O~ and 02. This introduces new logarithms of the type ln(Mw/mb) which are not due to QCD effects and are already included in ( 11 ) . For details we refer the reader to ref. [ 3 ] .
Estimates of decay rates
We briefly introduce the formalism that we employ for calculating the decay matrix elements, and dis-cuss the rates for the semileptonic decays D~K~v~ and D--,K*~v~ in the limit of heavy c-and s-quarks. Comparing the rates with the corresponding experimental measurements provides an estimate of the errors inherent in neglecting the 1/m~ terms. Then we proceed to calculate the already mentioned rare Bdecays in the limit of heavy b-and s-quarks.
tonic decays of the D-meson, namely D~K~v~ and D--,K*~v~. This is done since we want to use this framework to determine the rates for the rare B-decays, involving the b~s transitions, which yield a K or a K* in the final state.
Decay rates for D-,K~ v~ and D-,K*~ v~

Hadronic matrix elements
We start from the bilinear operators involving heavy quarks, which we generically denote as [[', Fh~, (13) where F denotes some combination of the Dirac gamma matrices and v and v' are the velocities of the heavy quarks of type h and h'. It is known that all the matrix elements of this type of operators are described in terms of a single universal function ~, the so called Isgur-Wise function [12] , which depends only on the product of the two velocities v. v'. We shall use the trace formalism given in refs. [ 13, 14] and by Falk et al. [ 11 ] to evaluate the matrix elements. In this formalism the heavy 0-mesons H moving with some velocity v are described by the matrices ~ H(v) = ½x//~H Ys(~-1 ), (14) while the matrices for the corresponding 1 -states are given by
where e is the polarization vector of the 1 -state. The matrix element of the operators (13) are then given by (for example for 1 ---, 1 -transitions)
In the heavy quark limit, we may relate the rare Bdecays to the semileptonic decays of the D-and Bmesons, since all these decays are described by the same function. We have opted to determine the Isgur-Wise function by using data on the semilep-~ Note that in ref. [ 13 ] a different convention for the Dirac matrices is used. Falk et al. (refs. [ 11, 14 ] ) and Luke (ref. [ 14 ] ) define different matrices which behave correctly under proper Lorentz-and spin symmetry transformations; the additional Y5 in (14) ensures also the correct parity transformations.
The amplitudes for the semileptonic decays D --, K~v~ and D~K*£v~ is
The hadronic matrix elements in the limit of heavy c-and s-quarks are given in terms of the Isgur-Wise function by the relations
In order to obtain the total rates we have to specify a parametrization of the Isgur-Wise function. (This is equivalent to assuming a parametrization of the usual form factors in the decays. ) We shall use two different parametrizations; the first one is a monopole form,
and the second one is encountered in models employing wave functions to calculate the decay form factors:
We use the data on D--,K~v~ to fit Wo in (20) and p in (21). The best fit is obtained for Wo~ 1.80 and fl~ 0.5. [ 17 ] . The calculations in the static limit presented here predict a factor 2 larger decay width for the D-~K*~v~ mode, though the ratio F~./F~-predicted for this mode is in good agreement with the data. This just reflects that the s-quark is not particularly heavy and significant recoil corrections are present. However, if a factor 2 is a typical uncertainty due to the neglect of 1/ms terms in the c-~s transitions, then probably a comparable precision should also be anticipated in the b-~ s transitions. The predictions that we are about to make for the exclusive decay rates in rare B-decays should then hold within this accuracy.
Decay rate for B--,K*y
For the decay B--,K*7 only the operator 07 from the list given in section 2 contributes:
The hadronic matrix element needed for (22) is now evaluated in the heavy quark limit for the b-and s-quarks. It is thus given in terms of the Isgur-Wise function, as for the already discussed case of D-semileptonic decays. In the heavy quark limit the operator 07 simplifies. The derivative from the field strength gives a factor q= mBv-mKv' and, since in the heavy quark limit ¢'s=s and ~bb=b, we have
~tru~ ( 1 +ys)bq~= -mngyu( 1 -ys)b -magyu( 1 + ys )b+ qug ( 1 + ys )b .
(23)
The hadronic matrix elements are
=~~(v'v')(e'v). (25)
This then leads to the decay rate
where the Isgur-Wise function is evaluated at the point
2mnmK. (26) may be compared to the inclusive rate B--. Xs'/, which is usually taken to be the QCD improved quark decay rate for b~s~/. In this approximation, the expression for the inclusive rate can be expressed as [ 1, 2 ] F(B--,XsT)
Defining the exclusive to inclusive decay rate ratio Table 2 Decay rates and branching ratios for the decay B--,K*),, for rot= 100 GeV.
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eq. (20) we can express this ratio in a compact form: Table 2 contains the predictions for the total rate, the branching rate, the branching fractions and the ratio R ( B--, K*~/) for the two assumed parametrizations of the Isgur-Wise function. We compare the branching ration BR(B--,K*~/) and the ratio R(B--,K*~/) obtained here with calculations of the corresponding quantities in the literature. In ref. [6] , an effective hamiltonian approach based on QCD and an experimentally constrained wave function model for the Bmeson were used to estimate BR(B-,K*~/)=(3 -6) × 10 -5 and R(B-,K*7) = ( 10-18)%. The authors of ref. [8] obtained R(B-,K*~,)= 15%, based on QCD sum rules supplemented by a pole model. These numbers are in good agreement with the present estimated based on the monopole parametrization, whereas the ones corresponding to the exponential form are significantly higher. While we cannot argue persuasively based on the consistency of these model calculations, yet a preference for the monopole parametrization of the Isgur-Wise function is suggested by these comparisons as well.
Decay rates for B--,Kf~+£-, B-+K*~ +f~-
In these decays all the five operators given above are relevant. The contribution of Ol and 02 is via a one loop diagram which renders the invariant mass spectrum of the lepton pair nontrivial. Their contribution may be written as (31) where m2~ denotes the invariant mass of the lepton pair and the function g(y) is given by F4, fm2~ 8 16 m 2 g(Y)=-Lgm~m-~b)-27 9 y
with
G(y) =2 arctan(x/1 _~m2/y ) for y< 4m 2 .
Note that g(y) is renormalization scheme dependent; this dependence is cancelled by that of the Wilson coefficient Ca [ 5 ] . The operator 07 contributes via an additional virtual photon, while the contributions of the remaining two operators are trivial. The hadronic matrix elements are evaluated as before in terms of the Isgur-Wise function and are given by
Incorporating this in the effective hamiltonian we derive the following invariant dilepton mass differential rates:
dm~ (B+K*~+~-)= (27~) 3 IV, bV,~l ~..
where we have used the abbreviations C8 efr(m~ 2, roB)
mB Q+ = (I +r)2-~ 2 ,
Integrating the differential distributions given above, the decay rates are given in tables 3 and 4 for the two parametrizations of the Isgur-Wise function. Note that the differential rate for B~K*e+e -becomes singular for 2~0 and thus the total rate will depend logarithmically on the kinematic lower bound, namely 4m2/m~. This is the only point in our analysis where lepton mass effects become important. The rate for B--, Kee does not become singular in this limit, and thus the difference between the rates for B~Kee and B--,K~tp. is negligible.
We also give in tables 3 and 4 the ratio R, defined analogously to the ratio R (B ~ K*~/) previously, for the indicated exclusive decays, with the inclusive rate for B--,Xsee and B~Xspkt taken from ref. 
F(B--,X~t~t) = 1.94× 10 -18 GeV.
The numbers in table 3 and 4 are in agreement with Table 3 Decay rates, branching fractions and the ratios R for the decays B--,K~+I~ -with ~=e, la (mr = 100 GeV).
eq. (20), Wo= 1.80 1.4)< 10 -19 2.5X 10 -7 4 7 eq. (21),//=0.50 6.3 )< I0 -z° 1.1 X 10 -7 2 3 Table 4 Decay rates, branching fractions and the ratios R for the decays B--,K*e+e -and B--,K*la+bt -(mr = 100 GeV).
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eq. (20) the corresponding estimates in refs. [8, 9] . The importance of including the long distance contributions from the decays B--,J/~(K, K*)--,£+£ -(K, K*), in particular the resulting interference pattern in the invariant dilepton mass distributions, is well noted in the literature. We shall present these distributions in a forthcoming publication.
Decay rates for B~Kz,# and B--,K*z,#
These processes are experimentally very difficult to measure, except probably in a high luminosity LEP environment, involving the decay Z°--,bl3, where such events have a nice tag of large missing energy and momentum in a b-quark jet with no charged lepton. From the theoretical point of view, on the other hand, these decays are much simpler to deal with, since the operator basis given in section 2 reduces to only one operator, which is the difference of Os and 09. Thus, a left handed current for the neutrinos appears which couples pointlike to the left handed current of the b--, s transition.
The Wilson coefficient of this operator is D 9 [ 19 ] 99 (Mw) =E(x),
where x=m2/M 2. D9, like C9, is not affected by QCD scaling corrections. This gives (~Y, uLv ) .
The hadronic matrix elements are given in the previous section and the differential distribution in the missing invariant mass, for three neutrino generations, can be written as 
In fig. 1 we plot the missing invariant mass spectra using eq. (20) with Wo= 1.80 as a parametrization of the Isgur-Wise function. For comparison we also show the inclusive spectrum for B--,Xsv9 derived from the expressions in ref. [ 3 ] .
Integrating the differential distributions yields the rates given in table 5, for the two parametrizations of the Isgur-Wise function. Again, we give the total rate, the branching fraction and the ratio R for the decay Table 5 Decay rates, branching fractions and the ratios R for the decays B--,Kv? and B--,K*v~, (m t = 100 GeV). 
8.2;< 10 -6 30 7.5X 10 -6 28 B--, (K, K*)v~ summed over three generations. The inclusive rate for B--,XsV9 has been derived in ref.
[3] and is (for mr= 100 GeV) F(B~Xsvg) = 1.5X 10 -17 GeV.
Discussion and conclusion
We remark that the branching ratios given in the tables above, which are calculated for mt = 100 GeV, are enhanced by approximately a factor of 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 4.0, for the decays b--,s~+£ -, B~K*~+I~ -, B~K£+~ -, and b~svg, respectively, for mr=200 GeV. The exclusive to inclusive decay rate ratios, R, are however, very stable against the variation of m,.
We conclude by pointing out that, as opposed to the decays B~K*y and B~K£+~ -which constitute only a small fraction of the corresponding inclusive rates, the exclusive decays B--,K*ee and B--. K*lx~t are expected to be a large fraction of the respective inclusive rates. This is mainly due to the fact that the differential rates, both for the inclusive-and the exclusive decays, B~K*ee, B~K*pp, have a 1/rh behaviour (rh being the invariant mass of the lepton pair), while the rates for B-,Kee and B--,K~tI~ remain finite for rh-~0. The results obtained in the limit for a heavy s-quark are consistent with other QCD based estimates within a factor 2, and within this margin with the experimental data on D-meson decays, wherever such comparisons are possible. This gives hope that also in the decays involving the heavy to light transitions, B-*(K, K*)+ (7, ~+~-, vg) , a similar accuracy may prevail. It would be nice to check the stability of the leading contributions against the 1/ms corrections in both the semileptonic decays of the D-meson and the rare B-decays considered here.
